TC-610
Professional Water Resistant
Two Way Radio
The TC-610 is ideal for construction, industrial and
other applications looking for an affordable yet reliable
radio in a compact & durable design. Its IP66 rated
water protection make it extremely useful for jobs that
may encounter wet environments during the work day
or may need to wash the radio after use in a dirty
environment.

Can you do this with your radio?
You can with the TC-610.
Can you do this
with your radio?

You cant find a more powerful, rugged radio!
Features:


IP66 water and dust rating for wet dirty conditions



Maximum power of any brand radio. 5 Watts



16 Channels available in VHF & UHF



2 year warranty



LED battery gauge



Lithium ion battery with 14 hour life



Designed to Military standards 810C/D/E/F



Encoded transmission for secure communications



Can be programmed to work with other brands

TC-610
Professional Water Resistant
Two Way Radio
Kit includes:


TC-610 Radio



Lithium ion battery



Battery charger



Antenna



Belt clip



Wrist strap



Programming



Manual

Optional Accessories:

MCA02 (6) radio multi-charger
The multi-charger can rapidly recharge the
batteries in up to 6 radios. This is a convenient
option for customers wanting to keep their radios
in a central location for easy storage and
recharging each day.

HNK100 Headset with PTT
The noise canceling headset is designed
for loud environments and can be worn
under hardhats. The headset includes a
inline push to talk (PTT) button. This
makes it convenient to talk with the touch
of a button.

SM08M3 Remote speaker mic
The remote speaker mic allows the
user to wear the radio on a belt clip
and the speaker can be positioned on
a shirt or jacket so calls coming in
can easily be heard. Calls out can be
sent with one button.
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